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Press release 

 

WaterFoundation awards International Hundertwasser Prize 2020 to 

Fekadu Aleka 

The 59-year-old German engineer Fekadu Aleka with Ethiopian roots has 

rendered outstanding services to improve the water supply for numerous 

people in Ethiopia through his organisation Environmentalists Development 

Association - Ethiopia (EDA-E). 

As a young man, Fekadu Aleka was involved in the resistance movement 

against the Derg regime. At the end of 1983 he fled to Germany. From 1986 

to 1993 he studied mechanical engineering at the University of Karlsruhe. 

After graduating from Karlsruhe, he returned to Ethiopia in 1993 to use the 

knowledge he had acquired in Germany to help improve the living conditions 

of his compatriots. Since 2006, Fekadu Aleka has successfully completed a 

number of drinking water supply projects for over 55,000 people with the 

EDA-E, installed toilets, showers and hand washing facilities, carried out 

training projects with schoolchildren, supported women in generating 

income and equipped schools with solar power. In February 2020, another 

major project will be inaugurated in Bilaa, which will supply 10,000 people in 

a remote mountain region with clean water.  

Ceremony at the German Embassy in Ethiopia 

German Ambassador and host Brita Wagener is delighted that the award will 

be presented to the prizewinner on 24 February 2020 in his native city of 

Addis Ababa: „Ethiopia is becoming increasingly the focus of public attention 

as an African country with great potential. The Nobel Peace Prize for Prime 

Minister Abiy Ahmed Ali and the choice of Ethiopia for EU Commission 

President Ursula von der Leyen's first trip abroad outside the EU are clearly 

indicating this.“ 
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Bavarian Ministry of the Environment assumes patronage 

The Bavarian State Ministry for the Environment and Consumer Protection 

has assumed the patronage of the ceremony. For the Head of the 

Department of Water Management and Soil Conservation, Prof. Dr. Ing. 

Martin Grambow, the history and commitment of Fekadu Aleka is a 

successful example of sustainable development cooperation at eye level with 

a role model character: „We want to expand cooperations like this. Bavaria 

has set up an Africa office in Addis Ababa especially for this purpose.“  

20 years of commitment of the WasserFoundation 

Founded in 2000 by Henner Lang and Ernst Frost in Ebenhausen, Bavaria, the 

WaterFoundation is committed to helping and schooling people in regions 

with insufficient or polluted drinking water. In addition to spring tapping and 

well construction mainly in Africa, the foundation is known for its CloudFisher 

fog collector systems, which have  been installed so far in Tanzania, Morocco 

and Bolivia. The WaterFoundation implements all its projects with regional 

partners on site. 

The HundertwasserPrize is awarded for the 7th time 

In 2020, the foundation will award the International HundertwasserPrize 

worth EUR 5,000 for the seventh time. It commemorates Friedensreich 

Hundertwasser, who, as an artist and eco-activist from the very beginning of 

his life, worked to preserve water as a precious resource. Like the Dalai Lama, 

Hundertwasser was happy to agree to be the patron of the foundation, after 

his death continued in his spirit by „The Hundertwasser Non-Profit Private 

Foundation“ in Vienna. 

More information: www.wasserstifung.de  

Video Fekadu Aleka in Ethiopia  

Information about the HundertwasserPrize  

Information about the project in Bilaa 
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